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Overview 
 
 
Dance Science is designed to be useful and accessible for dancers from high school to graduate 
school.  Grossman does a great job of laying a solid foundation of anatomical information and 
enhancing that foundation with areas of special interest to dancers (such as practical 
discussions on bunions, scoliosis, and turnout). Experiential movement session prompts are 
strategically placed throughout the text to deepen physical understanding of the concepts 
presented. The first of three parts of the book deals with bones and joints. Part two addresses 
muscle attachment, action, and movement analysis. The final part deals with musculoskeletal 
assessment and performance enhancement program design. The chapters follow a logical 
progression in addressing major sections of the skeletal system and the accompanying 
musculature. Grossman also dedicates an entire chapter to breathing. Most chapters are an 
easily digestible 12-20 pages, making it possible to cover material quickly. Dance Science is a 
good choice for a text where the lengthier works by Fitt (1996) and Clippinger (2016) may not 
be suitable. Dance Science can easily stand alone, but also works well as a main text supported 
by other books and articles.  
 
 
Using this Text in Class 
 
Grossman’s Dance Science was used as the main text in a graduate level dance sciences course 
for which I served as Teaching Assistant. Additional articles describing empirical research in the 
dance sciences and readings from a dance conditioning textbook by Welsh (2009) were used to 
build on the solid foundation created by Dance Science. This book works very well as a first text 
for students who have little or no background in anatomy or kinesiology. Dance Science offers a 
fresh perspective on the body as instrument for dancers, and is informed by Grossman’s unique 
experience as a PT, keeping content relevant and accessible. 
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